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Preface

TO ALL NOBLE AND WORTHY LADIES
This present Description of a New World was made as an Appendix to my Observations
upon Experimental Philosophy; and, having some Sympathy and Coherence with each
other, were joyned together as Two Worlds, at their Two Poles. But, by reason most
Nobles take no delight in Philosophical Arguments, I separated some from the
mentioned Observations and caused them to go out by themselves, so that I might
express my Respects in presenting to you such Fancies as my Contemplations did afford.
The First Part is Romantical; the Second Philosophical; and the Third is meerly Fancy;
or (as I may call it) Fantastical. And if—Noble Ladies—you should chance to take
pleasure in reading these Fancies, I shall account myself a Happy Creatoress. If not, I
must be content to live a Melancholly Life in my own World; which I cannot call a Poor
World, if Poverty be only want of Gold and Jewels: for, there is more Gold in it than all
the Chemists ever made; or, as I verily believe, will ever be able to make. As for the Rocks
of Diamonds, I wish with all my Soul they might be shared amongst my Noble Female
Friends; upon which condition, I would willingly quit my Part: for, I am not Covetous,
but as Ambitious as ever any of my Sex was, is, or can be; which is the cause, that though
I cannot be Henry the Fifth, or Charles the Second; yet, I will endeavour to be, Sophie
the First: and, though I have neither Power, Time nor Occasion to be a great Conqueror,
like Alexander or Caesar; yet, rather than not be Mistress of a World, since Fortune and
the Fates would give me none, I have made One of my own. And thus, believing, or at
least hoping, that no Creature can, or will, Envy me for this World of mine, I remain,
Noble Ladies, Your Humble Servant.
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Scene I

[A study, much like the Studierzimmer in Goethe’s Faust, which begins what is often called the
Gelehrtentragödie, but shabbier and oilier.]
F
Astronomy is the lackey of heavy colours, and geometry the true pastoral of planets.
M
What about poetry?
F
Poetry is the oil for fixed stars.
M
Naturally like any royal madman you would say that.
F
It may be a fantasy, I admit, madame, I try not to take sides, except in violent battles,
when fraternising with the enemy might come in handy. As for the veracity of your claim:
although I know Venus is inhabited, I’m perfectly amicable with those imbeciles who
think otherwise. I keep myself in a certain positional limbo where I could easily adopt
their standpoint should this turn out to be of favourable vantage.
PAPER
That’s the shit, Fontenelle.
F
My name is Fontenelle.
PAPER
I believe you. Two worlds wrapped in cheap seriality.
FONTENELLE
May I introduce my interlocutor, the Marquise.
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MARQUISE
If you dream of a letter that has dirt on it, it means someone’s playing a dirty trick on
you.
FONTENELLE
Like, killing with kindness.
MARQUISE
As in, a mockingbird is a master at mockery.
[They hug dramatically, part in a semicircle, pushed apart by choreography, return, each taking
one side of the long scroll of PAPER, crumple it, throw it into the audience, leave.]

Scene II
[Enter Fontenelle, dressed as a Carthusian monk prancing along a catwalk in a shiny dome full
of planets and worlds and vortices.]
FONTENELLE
[to a cheery jazzy jingle]
I howl at all that is frisky
Can someone bring me a glass of whiskey
One is indecorous with this Chartreuse
Erstwhile-erstwhile this is the votary of consummate endings,
something simple for supper like a sentimental lay, cut off from life, from ladies,
[THE CHORUS enters, in the voice of the Present]
CHOIR ONE [chants]
We are the feeble spirits, we admit this with a wink, for love is vile, and song is lusty, we
aren’t earnest, but we hope to live!
CHOIR TWO [chirps]
Our bodies are baskets, they yawn over the boredom of painted lips, such brutes! The
‘yet-again’ of ‘pray’ and ‘live’ is also arranged. O Dusty Eyes. O Sternest Hours. We
haven’t a clue.
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[The cherubic figurines disperse, like glittering confetti. Enter MARQUISE.]
FONTENELLE [with utter respectability]
All poetry is founded on a planetary devotional attention and defective sensibility.
MARQUISE
Therefore, poets spend their lives craving to feel what they want to say or to feel more or
not to feel so much or to feel publicly or intimately or outrageously or madly or more
eloquently, and such a state of craved articulation is not to be envied.
FONTENELLE
Let’s, for a moment, imagine we’re at the opera. An opera hosted by all the Thinkers
Who’ve Made Such a Racket in this Little World. In this opera pit we shall not merely
admire Orpheus praising the Beauty of Nature but rather pull apart the Ropes, the
Pulleys, the Velveteen Blushes of this Plush Établissement by which the Foolish
Philosophers mount all Excellent Things.
[They stare blankly and blandly into the heavens, their arms stretched out, exposing the crooks of
their elbows, as if waiting for a divine injection. Eventually, the MARQUISE and
FONTENELLE retreat into one corner of the stage, observing the next scene, all the while
scribbling notes on a notepad like overly keen medical students.]

Scene III
[In the Empress’s boudoir. Segments from Mauricio Kagel’s Ludvig van, homage by
Beethoven can be heard.
Meanwhile, an Empress was engaged in the manufacture and subsequent disbanding of Some
Worlds. On off, there gone. As this happened in her mind, she was nonplussed, even bamboozled.
So she toyed with them, the worlds, one after the other, to get a taste and feel not for them
directly but for their circuits and for her own jaw, fingernails, and lipid functions—how could
she make them oily and chewy?—she could not settle on and in any of them, wherefore she sent
for the First Duchess, who being at the Empress’s service in theory, carried her own World
always on her, by which I mean that she was embalmed in it. So the Empress bade the
Benevolent Spirits who were the intermediaries to observe Scaffold, Stability, and Supervision
in their furthering of her message. At the mere thought of another World, the Empress became so
transported into the most glamorous perception of Prosperity that she petted the mere conception
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of it, for, she exclaimed, my majestic mind is full of rational gesticulations and penetrating
terminologies, it needs no Lessons or Commands. I shall be sibylline.
After a little while, en route to their charge, THE BENIGN SPIRITS became so ‘rejuvenated’ in
their own lorries that they sent the EMPRESS a message: Write the scripture yourself you
damned fool!
The EMPRESS, upon receiving the demand, answered in civility, demanding in return that
they send her a Scribe for her employ.]
EMPRESS
If it be so, then I shall have a Scribe.
THE BENIGN SPIRITS
You may have the Second Duchess. She’s a fairly rational writer, for the principles of her
writings are fairness and reason; she will be at your command.
EMPRESS [to herself]
Surely the Emperor won’t be so invidiously protective as to disallow it!
[to THE BENIGN SPIRITS] Pray, send me the Second Duchess!
[Second Duchess arrives, assaulting her with a Spiritual Kiss]
EMPRESS [taken aback at the flourish]
You can write, I take it?
SECOND DUCHESS
Yes, but I shan’t guarantee that your Readers will understand it, unless they are learned in
my characters, for my writing is Character in well-designed Type.
EMPRESS
You come highly recommended.
SECOND DUCHESS
The Spirits have no idea what they’re talking about, they can’t even read.
[SECOND DUCHESS transforms herself into paper and pen to be written on.]
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DUCHESS-AS-PAPER-AND-PEN
Now, what would you have me write?
EMPRESS [having entirely forgotten about the First Duchess]
The History of the World in 7 Typefaces, like a Diatonic Scale, the Cardinal Sins, the
Colours in a Rainbow!
DUCHESS-AS-PAPER-AND-PEN
I would advise you rather to make a Maniacal Scripture, wherein you may use Appraisals,
Allegories, Similitudes, Pastiches, and interpret them as you please.
EMPRESS
Thanks, that is so wise of you. I shall make you my Favourite at the Court and bestow all
my riches upon you. You shall never lack anything. Least of all ponies and puppies.
[So the EMPRESS kept the SECOND DUCHESS in her World, which was pretty decent of her,
and the Duchess learned all there was to learn in the Empress’s populous and pompous World.
Sometimes the EMPRESS would grant allowances for the DUCHESS to wander a little into the
little village where her husband (formerly the Duke) had been turned into a papermaker and her
children into child scribes, copying out the entirety of The Fairie Queene, which was their
punishment qua education. But the EMPRESS only allowed such wanderings under the express
condition that the DUCHESS return in time for supper. Supper consisted of cucumber canapés
and semi-sparkling rosé.
And truly their scribbling together did produce such an intimate friendship between them that
they became Platonick Lovers, although they were both Females.]

Scene IV
[Enter FONTENELLE and MARQUISE.]
FONTENELLE [wisely]
That’s the way things appeared to them.
MARQUISE [blithely]
The leisure that is demanded of the too thoughtful, the not-too petite penmen.
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FONTENELLE
The foundations of astronomy, not demanded by any.
MARQUISE
How clearly I now see the mechanics of it.
FONTENELLE
Mechanical indeed, and how it flushes all False Sublimity. People esteem it thinking they
know it in their Veneration of Obscurity.
MARQUISE
Look! how all the parts of the pastoral system flood the fields.
[Geometry descends on them in octagons and hexagrams, in crushing cascades and nervous
nebulas.]
FONTENELLE [spell-bound by astrological implications]
Geometry was born flooding.
[For a second they gaze at the World in all its heliocentric eccentricity.]
MARQUISE [sobered up]
It’s an excellent time to replant the honeysuckle.
FONTENELLE
When Life is dangerously recognised as not quite conducive to the unequal movements
of boundaries, then I shall pass on my knowledge to the most studious admirers.
[Plucks a daisy from the concrete floor, hands it to the MARQUISE.]
A token of our star-gazing friendship.
MARQUISE
[Accepting the gift. To the audience] To allow another person to talk in their sleep is
basically to give up on the relationship.
FONTENELLE
Sleep is a prospect I once dreamed.
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MARQUISE
What makes a lot of noise becomes gradually less conspicuous.
FONTENELLE
Love’s astronomy is mercenary.
MARQUISE
There are simply no sabotages that are more useless than love.
FONTENELLE
I think you mean reason.
MARQUISE
I think you mean measure.
FONTENELLE
Not everyone wishes to invent measures or live by them.
MARQUISE
I think you mean first observations are more genuine, gentle, and genteel.
FONTENELLE
That’s ridiculous.
MARQUISE
This is my field. This is my slot of bounded objects. First observations are the provenance
of unadulterated gushings.
FONTENELLE
I should hope not.
MARQUISE
It wasn’t a question.
BANKING MATHEMATICIAN
Please remember, if you please, that the spheres of crystal cost only the magnificence of
design and not the incandescence of desire, which is absolutely untenable now as an
investment strategy.
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MARQUISE
We’ve sold out. Kissed the end of our romantic poetological physiognomies. We’ve
paraded mediocrity in our treatises, listened to wishful verities, capered in hopeful
hypocrisies.
FONTENELLE
The thought is too libertine, madame.
MARQUISE
Fontenelle, dear old friend. Look. Above X was placed Y, then Z, then all these were
heavenly fixed—like fixed stars—placed exactly and perfectly accurately in their
designated slot, like so [furls her tongue into a little sluice] so those furthest from the centre
took longer to reach it, which is generally acknowledged to be true.
FONTENELLE
I must say this thought satisfies me.
MARQUISE
I must say this thought dissatisfies me.
I am perhaps differently interlaced.
FONTENELLE
I am perhaps differently debased. [pleased with his grandfatherly rhyme]
MARQUISE
I want the fixed stars to be removed from their bizarre and devout celestial bodies!
FONTENELLE
Rest assured, madame, this can be arranged.
[The stage boys who’d been biting their thumbs smoking pipes chewing gum or doodling idly on
imaginary blackboards run onstage and fix the stars or rather un-fix them so they plop out of
their cases like pus from a pimple, or, more appropriately, like a pearl from the soft tissue of a
mollusk.]
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MARQUISE
[poetically] Lacklustre. Pried open, re-seeded, strung. You make me judder and wobble in
this ‘all shall be well’ slip.
FONTENELLE
The Sun has its messes and predicaments that can fog more closely together; its crust
begins to pale and fall off.
MARQUISE
If plants and courtyards—which are eternal—could be pictured and cared for by an
eternal gardener and could then write their own little diaries, who would have to leave the
picture, gardener or king?
GARDENER
The plants and courtyards would say, we’ve always seen the gardener, we know the
gardener, the gardener brings us water.
PLANTS AND COURTYARDS
But would you trust our reasoning?
MARX
If commodities could speak, they would say this.
MARQUISE
[gracefully acknowledges his supreme authority in this matter by making an exaggerated curtsey
towards him; then to the audience, conspiratorially]
Should we make our troubled payments and pantomime provinces the measure of a
hundred thousand generations of men?
[All leave. Leaving behind only a few trampled daisies, shovels, and other tools; the unfixed
stars, their reasoning, their dimly glimmering splendour.]

Scene V
[EMPEROR enters with his favourite, MARZOZA.]
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MARZOZA
I can see that you’re bored again, sire. What the hell’s wrong with you? I have exhausted
my repertoire of amusements and rambunctious rumeurs!

EMPEROR
There are exactly twenty-four women in this court under my command—what about
their stories!?
MARZOZA
Why don’t you ask the genie Cucufa to work her magic so you can know these secrets.
Cucufa always has something up her sleeve.
EMPEROR
[ponders the suggestion for a moment as if realising for the first time that as Emperor he can
actually command people to do whatever he pleases without any recourse to Right or Reason. He
clears his throat like an old man with a too-old throat infection and shouts]
Cucufa! Heel!
CUCUFA
[CUCUFA appears in the shape of a bored and reluctantly obedient lapdog.]
What’s up?
EMPEROR
I’d like very much to hear all courtly whispery whispers. I want my people to just blab
them out whenever I wish, but without them knowing they’ve just blundered.
CUCUFA
Errrr that’s kind of—
MARZOZA
[looking at CUCUFA with a weaselly wink, implying ‘just give him the insignificant stories’]
CUCUFA
Your wish shall be my command. Here’s a magic ring. Just point it at whoever comes by
and they shall speak from the part that is most honest in them, in other words, their
jewels.
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Interlude
[Jewel 1: THE SECOND DUCHESS enters and sings a song. It’s raining old Deutschmark bills.]
Every royal reign is base,
love and peace have squealed;
the hallucinations are unreeled,
stupid appetite anoints each face.
[Jewel 2: Enter the EMPRESS. At the centre of the stage she pauses, erects small pebble-statues
around herself, like a coral reef, a hard surface to attach to.]
Like a stone I am lovely, you mortals,
every man will be sore from my hurt,
and the poets with their ideals will lie inert;
as tempting and never-ending as rusty portals.

Scene VI
[Enter FONTENELLE and MARQUISE, amused.]
MARQUISE
They prefer blushes to apoplexy.
FONTENELLE
I’ve heard people die of it.
WOMEN OF THE COURT, THE WORLD
You are misled, dear friend, we gave up our muzzles, we displayed our jewels indiscreetly,
and no one died. The Emperor said, I wish women would tell me about their exploits,
their voyages. Well but that is impossibly preposterous, the gardeners replied. Then the
Emperor said, Look at this ring. It spells Power. Then the Jewels spoke, like poets, and
the Emperor let them be.
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Scene VII
[The jewelled finger. The fingered history. The chatty chastised. In fact, the story could be called:
The Ring, Written by Itself.]
GARDENER
That doesn’t surprise me. It’s usually the religious books that do all the talking.
FINGER
I like hoarding.
RING
Hoarding is certainly superior to holding.
[And so it happened that the EMPEROR in his almighty power learned all there was to know of
the trivialities of his court believing them to be Solid Information. And the EMPRESS grew
jealous at first, but then considering that no Stupidity could be committed amongst Marxist
Lovers, and that Marxism was Divine, as it was derived from Divine Marx, cast from her
mind that Idea of Jealousie. The magic of the magic ring reached far beyond the castle’s walls and
the Professors and Scientists of the Big Academies had their heads all in a huddle to figure out the
Mysterious and Inexplicable Phenomenon of The Talking Jewels. One Dr So-and-So was so
bewildered as to why one could make the jewels speak only once, freed from the muzzle of
chastity, why not forever. It was out of the question. Another Professor insisted that the
whole gallimaufry had to stop immediately for the talking jewels presented the EMPEROR, the
Court, the Law, etc. with such a moral conundrum that was truly unprecedented in the history
of their species, so, naturally, the Scientific Men laboured to produce some scientific muzzles to
keep them quiet forever. The EMPEROR meanwhile, beset by his curiosity, was befallen by
Nervousness, neither cured nor alleviated by medicinal herbs, and his Epistemological Anxiety
overcame the whole Court, so much so that plans were hatched to murder the EMPEROR would
he not dispose of the ring. Eventually MARZOZA, being calm and collected, stole the ring from
the EMPEROR, and stuffed it into his most hated jumper. And there it lieth until the present
day.]
MARQUISE AND FONTENELLE [in unison, to the audience]
You’ve now entered the vaults of rapture, where there are no stars beyond, you have the
whole minds of philosophers in your pocket-size philosophy primer, you are a scholar.
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Scene VIII
LES BIJOUX INDISCRETS, THE BOOK
I will pass lightly over the first years. The childhood of princes is the same as that of
other men, except that princes can say countless pretty and dull things before they know
how to think. It was the year of dangerous pleasings of the empire of the Vacuous
Obscurity that began the reign of a certain prince, 50th in line to the throne, I forget
which. What with frequent conferences with his ministers, wars to sustain, and the
business handling that is the Consort of the Mighty and Mushy, he dropped out of his
schooling, and learned to be really good at backgammon; and that was something. And
that is really all there is to say in terms of background cushioning on the EMPEROR who
will abuse the trust of his loyal servants and point a quaint ring at them.
Let’s skip to the more interesting parts of the fable. At last a Spirit came and told the
EMPRESS to return from the Blazing-World, into her own Body which she’d left behind.
The Spirit, trickster-chic comme ci, comme ça, said she only desired one Favour of her.
Sheepishly the EMPRESS replied, she Couldn’t possibly, for, I cannot discourse with
Provident Philosophy. I am above such earthly pleasures. So the Spirit retorted that, well well
well, we shall ask our chummy Lawyer-Spirits to bribe you then.
For good measure, the EMPRESS then rebelled like a fussy toddler, but seeing it could not
be otherwise, pacified herself with a Philosophical Dummy as she wasn’t able to
intentionally ‘pop’ her ears in flight. So the EMPRESS returned from the other World and
told the EMPEROR all there was to say about it which was enormous and extraordinarily
pleasant.
Alas, there was no Back-Passage to the World she had visited; but, quoth she, I have
always found my Good Fortunes obstructively obstructed by Silly Scientific Laws and yet
this has not bedazzled my supreme inventiveness to noodle my way around those laws.
The EMPEROR asked the EMPRESS, who was now called the EMPRESS-OF-THEBLAZING-WORLD, what Delights and Pastimes she most fondly remembered? The
EMPRESS spat out proudly that it was the study of Natural Causes and Effects; that she
adored to educate the most Learned Persons of that World for she was even more learned
than them in that World (being after all a fantasy of hers, so, yeah).
And thus, among the splendorous Blazing-Stars which she had managed to steal from
the Blazing-World she recounted one encounter with the Creatures of the Land, their
entertainment being the Musick of the Bird-Women, Lice-Women, Tawny-Women,
and the majestic Magenta-Women, who were her Army, and whose Song resounded as
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grenades filled with Bathwater, and they being all Poets, Mathematicians, Scientists, and
Doctors, they were Erudite in their Threats and Powers, and since the EMPRESS forbade
the Dissection and Consumption of Animals and had made it a Capital Crime, the
Poets, Mathematicians, Scientists, and Doctors had the advantage of Future Wisdom of
a Dreamed Of Better World.
And the EMPEROR being so moved by the EMPRESS’s Virtuosity in Story-Telling and
Imitation in Singing, which was a very syrupy and agreeable synchronisation, began to
dance, without lifting his arthritic legs, but tapping his feet wildly and uncontrollably
according to the customs of his Class.
Across the Lawns, Plains, and Houses, the People heard the tapping, and they joined the
Heavenly Tune with their Instruments (mostly Theorboes, Citherins, and Harpsichords)
in one massive stomping shebang. The difference between the good and the bad tunes
cannot well be expressed in writing, but I promise it was all the rage; and so the Places,
the People, their Minds and their Bodies, kept dancing and musicking, and the EMPRESS
kept watching over them, sappy bubbles and soapy grenades at the ready, and so they
passed their time nobly until neither Stars nor Thunderstorms were able to separate
them.
*
[THE COURT drops to the floor, manufacturing itself as the marble constellation of planetary
conjectures it so longs to grasp, while THE SUN and THE EARTH spin, touchingly, in their
boundless and unbroken dance.]

Epilogue
Whenever I’m stuck I just turn my eyes towards these Galactic Luminaries, my delicate
communion, with yeux yeux yeux. OH YOU UNHAPPY EYES. Whether deception
occurs when observing the Eternal Stars is not really the right question, not a favourable
flexion of your extra-ocular muscles. I know that any star not over the zenith is truly a
penny seen below water and therefore the authorities and extra-curricular agents say that
heaven is fourfold: refracted, redacted, accidental, and utterly unsentimental. Another
conclusion would be that every line falls obliquely, but together the lines do not appear as
a perfect circle like a pea or a pearl. There is harmony in similarity. Which is just another
way of saying Natural Philosophy is our real love affair that doesn’t add up. For me, a
tugging, wrenching sight is a gift from the firmament in this world in which I don’t want
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anything else except Light that is not hung or like a curtain concealed against that nimble
Seeing which is theatrical, dramatically structured for blurry eyes. This is my method of
exhaustion. I’m not exactly blind but being someone who walks the precipice, I’m
incorrigible. When they talk to me they might not know. After all, Reality is there to be
corrected; it has to allow it. I direct these shadows and those shapes. I adore that splodge
or blot over there as perhaps something knowable. Now you might think what sweet
palaver; I’m just another who discovers poetry in the flapping of fortepianos,
comptometers, dictational earpieces, phonographs, and cryptographs, slopping a little bit
of that cerebral sustenance onto tables in the mellifluent bowl of some reverberating
celestial vaults.
O.
Pace myself.
Order my life.
Sometimes, when I cannot read these incendiary scriptures, for all their illuminated
bombast, I simply make up a likely hypothesis. Which usually does just as well. For
example, I do not know why someone’s bonnet or briquette catches fire, but I do know
about the Labour of Reason. So I turn to my old friend, and say, dear Karl Marx, ma
petite minette, you ought to know better. You are an enquiring intelligence, why these
Bibliographic Fantasies?
Sit down for a moment.
You are likely to be impatient, even critical and sarcastic with those who cannot match
your frantic rhythm. But you are adaptable. You always think of the Future, of Action, of
Objects, because you constantly need to be on the move. Beware, however, not to confuse
obstinacy with intransigence.
You are happy as long as your mind is in turmoil, and even then, you need to have plenty
of people around, people who listen to you, unless you are the one to glean for yourself,
here and there, the intellectual food you are so fond of.
And then my friend might say,
I have to confess I’m slightly unnerved by this slab of flesh on fire so I’m just inventing
this confessional sinner driving home the nail into the wall of a curious but detached
audience. Come to think of it, this could be a nice little show.
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Well, dear one, since you are so well-trained in stunning movements I would suggest
removing the parapet and coming right out with it.
:
:

It’s ok you’re upset.
I’m not upset.

Like the majority of Earth signs, Karl Marx, you are efficient, concrete, and not too
emotional. What matters to you is what you see: you judge the tree by its fruits. But
appearance and reality are two different things, aren’t they—you are a kind of a genius, so
it’s no big deal!
Nobody tires of your company because you are always planning things and suggesting
portentous excursions. Obviously, so many movements for one man may scare people off,
and some may even criticise your brutality or your tendency to lose your temper, but you
are so warm and genuine, so expansive, isn’t that a good thing?
: Little indication was given of how we were to spend our hours.
:
weep with us
:
O Marx
:
be it said not sadly of us:
:
we have done that which we had to do.
Oh, my heart’s nonpareil. I would say that Space is truly invisibly and indivisibly drastic
and therefore touchable.
Here’s my Map of the World, my Astronomer’s Guide in Big Print. Now, let’s hear the
whole truth before anyone gets into an argument: look here I’m just reading from a
random page, well this is nice:
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